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X. U. DEBATEERS WILL TACKLE JOHN CARROLL

Teams To Vie Before Girls Of Mt. St. Joseph

Xavier University debate students will meet an arch-rival Saturday night, when they tackle the debate team of Mt. St. Joseph College, Cincinnati. It will be the third meeting between the two teams.

Last November the Xavier students were defeated by the Mt. St. Joseph team, 10 to 7, at Cincinnati. The Mt. St. Joseph team is the only one of the four Catholic teams which Xavier has not defeated.

The reason for taking on the Mt. St. Joseph team is to help the Xavier team prepare for the National Catholic Forensic League meet which is to be held in Detroit, Michigan, in February, when the Xavier team will have to defend its championship won last year.

The Mt. St. Joseph team is composed of the following students: Arthur J. Koontz, Janet A. McKinney, Margaret J. Delaney, John C. O'Connell, Mary H. Fitzsimons, Margaret J. McKeon, Mary F. Connolly, Josephine A. Gilman, and Margaret P. O'Leary.
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Eighth Grade Goes to the Movies

The eighth grade of the High School went to the movies last week-end and was much looked forward to by the students. Although the weather was dull, the crowd was a large one and the auditorium was crowded.

The film was a comedy, the plot of which revolved around the adventures of a young man who found himself in the middle of a shoot-out situation. The students enjoyed the film and many of them said that they would like to see it again.

The next film scheduled for the coming week is a drama, and the students are looking forward to it with great interest.

The school authorities are pleased with the way the students are responding to the movie-going schedule. They believe that it is a good way to relieve the academic pressure and provide some entertainment for the students.

The students are also allowed to bring their own snacks to the movies, which is a welcome change from the regular school lunches. Many of the students said that they enjoyed the food and that it was a nice change from the usual school menu.

The school authorities are planning to continue the movie-going schedule throughout the school year, and they hope to expand it to include more films and other forms of entertainment.

The students are excited about the prospect of seeing more films and are eager to participate in the ongoing movie-going schedule.

The school administrators are pleased with the response and are looking forward to the continued success of the movie-going schedule.

The students are encouraged to take advantage of this opportunity to see films and enjoy some leisure time.
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RULERS FOR THE PUZZLE CONTEST

1. Only those are eligible to compete who buy or sell one or more of the puzzle books.
2. THE PRIZE IS FIVE DOLLARS IN CASH!
3. If more than one contestant turns in a correct solution, the names will be placed in a box and the winner determined by drawing for the first name drawn. The drawing will precede the drawings for the raffle prizes in the library on Thursday, February 27, 1936.
4. Write on the puzzle, write your name on the line beneath it, and hand it in to any of the executive committee, or to Fr. Wolfe, or place it in the box in the registrar's office.
5. Better keep a list of your answers, correctly numbered horizontally and vertically, so that you can check your answers with the exact list which will be published in the March 13 issue of the NEWS. We are forced to publish the answers this way, as we have no use for postcards when asked for.
6. ALL ANSWERS POSITIVELY MUST BE IN BY THREE O'CLOCK MARCH 13.

---

**Vertical**

1. General Motors Corporation (3)
2. Interjection (2)
3. One of the Arabic enus (3)
4. Attempts (5)
5. Legitimate but little-used abbreviation for Saturday (5)
6. A period of existence (5)
7. Omnious form of never (6)
8. A river in Southeastern France (2)
9. Plural articles (2)
10. A fastening passing through a loop and secured, so by a pulley (4)
11. Second person singular imperative of the Latin verb "to be" (6)
12. The land upon which ruins of mission exist (6)
13. To be in re (3)
14. A clipping instrument worked by a frictional heat (3)
15. A gushing flow; the flow passing through a pipe (8)
16. A gushing flow (8)
17. AEX (abbreviation for "All the Extra"") (7)
18. An aeral package (4)
19. A definite series of layers fixed in their areal and temporal position (5)
20. Tomb of Princess Arjemand, most southerly personage (5)
21. A fastening passing through a loop and secured, so by a pulley (4)
22. A quick blow of the thumb game (2)
23. An expression of ridicule or contempt (4)
24. The same (4)
25. These are the objects in the world that Hindus burn their dead (initials) (5)
26. Prefix to any of the executive committee, or to any executive committee at any time (7)
27. Racing information (3)
28. Long race (3)
29. A blotch (2)
30. Prefix (3)
31. Prefix (3)
32. Baked earthenware pipe not .22 (2)
33. Baby food (3)
34. Tomb of Princess Arjemand, most southerly personage (5)
35. A clipping instrument worked by a frictional heat (3)
36. The name of the Supreme Being (5)
37. A prize will be given the winner of the tournament, Father Mullins said. A few of the more experienced debaters will be needed, while most of the members will be introduced by the moderation of the debate will be by a Lincoln. The debate will be held in the big clay floor in the Fieldhouse until the weather permits the athletes to scrimmage outside.
38. Covering of a house (3)
39. A definite series of layers fixed in their areal and temporal position (5)
40. Tomb of Princess Arjemand, most southerly personage (5)
41. Tomb of Princess Arjemand, most southerly personage (5)
42. To bring from motion to rest (2)
43. A clipping instrument worked by a frictional heat (3)
44. Prefix (3)
45. Prefix (3)
46. Prefix (3)
47. Prefix (3)
48. Prefix (3)
49. Prefix (3)
50. Prefix (3)

---

**Horizontal**

1. A wild step on which Hindus burn their dead (3)
2. Letter writer for Hindu weekly (3)
3. Title of the novel (2)
4. Attempts (5)
5. A clipping instrument worked by a frictional heat (3)
6. The Xaverian (2)
7. By Ignatius Loyola (2)
8. The Muskie (1)
9. Proctor in time (2)
10. Definite article (2)
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BULLDOGS COP BOWLING TITLE IN EASY WIN

Trounce Rusin's Tigers To Hang Up Seventh Straight Scalp

Clutching a campaign of brilliant pips topping, Capt. Carl Rusin's smoothly rolling Bulldogs captured the Intramural Bowling championship here this week, humbling "Gooney" Rusin's Tigers 418-294.

Bowing a careful, consistent game, the Bulldogs—Rec, Lyons, Overmyer, McKenna and Kumta, got off to a comfortable 45-pin lead in the first frame, which they maintained until the fifth, when they faltered momentarily, each man failing to pick up easy spares. Taking advantage of the break, the Tigers drew up seven terms, three men marking in succession.

The teams remained a few pins apart until the seventh canto, when the Bulldogs put on pressure to clinch a commanding lead, which subsequently became the margin of victory.

So closely bunched were the victory in scoring, that only fourteen pins separated the four highest men. Kumta led with 130, Lyons dropped 126, Rusin, 125, and Overmyer, 126. "Ace" McKenna, apparently a bit nervous, faltered, and for the first time in the entire campaign failed to break 130. He garnered an 118 score.

"Mount" Kenny put on a brilliant spurt to lead the wayward Tigers, making up nine pins to compile 169 pins.

By their victory, the Bulldogs remained undefeated in league competition, and scored themselves as, by appellation—All-Stars.

The championship distinction is was impossible to choose between the title holders. For play under the basket and ability
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ALUMNUS OF

XAVIER ADDED CITY COUNCIL

James R. Clark to Succeed James A. Wilson In Post

Assurance was given this week that James R. Clark, Class of 1901, will be elected to City Council at Cincinnati succeeding Councilman James A. Wilson, who will resign to become executive assistant to the Director of International Labor office at Geneva, Switzerland.

Mr. Clark received the Bachelor of Arts and the Master of Arts degrees from Xavier. In 1913 and 1914 he was a member of the Ohio House of Representatives. He was appointed United States District Attorney for Southern Ohio by President Woodrow Wilson.

If elected, Mr. Clark will join Anthony D. Douglas, Class of 1896, who was re-elected to the City Council of Cincinnati for a two-year term.

WHOS-WHO HERE IN INTRAMURAL ALL-STAR FIVE

Outstanding Bucket Tossers Chosen For 1935-36

Each year in the Intramural competition there are certain-handout performers whose stellar play, sportsmanship, and value to their team mark them as outstanding. It is the policy of the News to acknowledge such ability by selecting what it considers the men worthy of the designation—All-Star.

As it is to furnish their selection of band, or two men again men recognition, Fred Nebel and Kim Durrough meriting All-Star honors and eligibility of the first team. Both men were centers, but the caliber of their work was such that it was impossible to choose between them. Hence, both were chosen, with Nebel at center because of his superior play under the basket and ability to control the tip-off and Durrough at guard because of his speed and clever ball handling. These men stood feet, head and shoulders above their competitors.

For, however, the remaining berth the fight was much more spirited, with O'Toole, Donlin, and McNally, battling the nod. Donlin and O'Toole, members of the championship Mohawks, played outstanding ball all year and were important factors in their team's title dash. In the title game they scored all but two of their team's tallies. McNally, though a member of an inferior team, was a standout and because of his superior defensive ability is chosen at guard to round out the first team.

The choice of the second five was much simpler. Don Sigley, captain of the Mohawks, and Dink Farrell, are at guards. These men were undeniably of first team caliber, but their propensity for ignoring team play lowered their value and deprived them of first team recognition.

Jack Smith and "Doc" Sheridan of the Irongails and Nate Weber of the hapless Cheyennes complete the second team.

On the Daily League All-Star roster we find George Vitt and Tom Lett at forwards, Justin Wittrock, at the center post, and the two Bills, Grogan and Busse, at guards. Vitt and Lett were the cream of the forward crop, although MacEwen and Houseman, second team choices wouldn't go so bad with coffee either. The former two caught the committee's eye because of their more consistent and versatile performance. Justin Wittrock, because of his superior floor game, sheds Frank Overmyer, a standout on any team, for the center post.

Wittrock's play at the pivot line sparkled throughout the entire campaign.

"Conner" Grogan and "Turkey" Busse won the guards positions at a walk. Both men were consistently de-